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DATEBOOK 
Monday, April 5 
Baseball. vs. Defiance, 3 p.m .• Steller 
Ftek:I. 
Lecture, "China: Coming Home Even 
Crazier." by Bill Holm. author of Coming Home 
Crazy: An Alphabet of China Essays, 7 p.m .• 
95 Overman Hall. Free. 
Mass Communlc:atlon Week Event. 
"Words and Pictures: Reporting Broadcast 
News; by Phil Dresder and Steven Lattimore. 
7 p.m .. Community Suite. Union. 
Reading. by poet Ron Bayes. St. Andrews 
College, 7:30 p.m .. Prout Chapel. Free. 
International Film Series. 
·Freeze-Die-Come to life,· (Russia 1989). 8 
'.l :n .. Gish Film Theater. Subtitiles. Free. 
Tuesday, April 6 
Mass Communication Week Event. 
"'Nhat The News Media Can Do To Improve 
Their Coverage of Minority Communities." by 
Rev. Floyd Rose. 9:30 a.m .. Community Suil. 
Un!on. 
Softball, ·vs. Ball State, 2 p.m, BGSU 
Softball Field. 
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m., 
Assembly Room. McFall Center. 
Mass Communication Week Event, "'GM 
Takes On NBC: An Inside Look At Public 
Relations; by William J. O'Neill Jr., 7 p.m., 
220 Math Science Building. 
Recital, by BGSU students, 7 p.m., Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Concert, "Selgian Brass, - by BGSU 
musical faculty me!T'.bers, 7:30 p.m., Manor 
House. Toledo's Wildwood Metropark.. Free. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1993,"will 
look at "Home Alone· cases on a local level, 
OBITUARY 
Iris H. Hiers 
Iris H. Hiers, 88, a former administra-
tive staff member, died March 28 at 
Community Nursing Home. 
She began working at the University in 
1957 in the administration office and 
retired in 1968. 
10 p.m, Channel 27. 
Vi/ednesda~April7 
Mass Communication Week Event, 
"Photographers and WriterS Working To-
gether; by Allan Detrich. 11 :30 am., Commu· 
nity Suite. Union. 
Finance Faculty Seminar, "An Empirical 
Evaluation of the Periormance of Wall Street 
Week Panelists" Portfolio Recommendations,. 
by Dr. Stephan Skomp, 1 p.m .• 4000 BAA. 
People tor Racial Justice Committee 
Meeting, 1·2:30 p.m .• Taft Room. Union. 
Mass Communication Week Event, 
"'Getting A Job In Broadcast News." 7 p.m .. 
television studio. first floor. West Hall. 
Reading, by Charles Baxter. 7:30 p.m., 
conference room, Jerome Library. Free. 
Recital. a guest horn recital by Andre Van 
Driessche. 8 p.m .• Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Shorts Festival "93: A Bill of One Acts. 8 
p.m .. 411 South Hall. Admission is $2. 
Seating is limited. No advance ticket sales. 
Thursday, April 8 
Mass Communication Week Event. "The 
Outlook for Radio," by Lyn Casey and Don 
Davis, 10:30 am., Community Suite, Union. 
Mass Communication Week Event, 
"Opportunities for Local Filmmakers; by Mark 
Packo. 11 :30 am .. 209 South Hall. 
Mass Communication Week Event 
"Importance of an Internship in Finding Your 
First Job in Broadcast Production," by Steve 
Kendall and Marcia Shroeder, 1 p.m., 
Community Suite. Union. 
Mass Communication Week Event, 'Why 
Work at a TV station, When You Can Work in 
Corporate V-ldeo; by Chris Waserman. 2:30 
p.m., Community Suite. Union. 
Concert. Early Music Ensemble and 
Recorder Ensemble, 7 p.m., Bryan Recital 
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Lenhart Classic American Rlm Serles, 
·0ream00at,· (1952) starring crrtton Webb and 
Ginger Rogers, 7 p.m., Gish Film Theater. 
Free. 
Shorts Festival '93: A Bill of One Ads, 8 
p.m .• 411 South Hali. Admission is $2. 
Seating is limited. No advance lic:ket sales. 
Lenhart Classic American Rim Serles, 
FACULTY /STAFF POSIDONS 
The following farulty positions are available: 
Applied Human Ecology: Instructor/assistant professor, interior design. Contact Elsa 
McMullen (2-7813). Deacline: May 1 or until filled. 
Communlc:ation Disorders: Assis1ant professor (anticipated). Contact Linda Petrosino 
(2-2515). DearSme: Until a qualified candidate is identified. 
EDCI: Assistant professor, emphasis in elementaiy secondary science educaliotl (probation-
ary). Also, assistant piofessoc, efl1lhasis in reading and general sec:onda1y education. For both 
positions. contad Robert G. Oana (2-7320). Deadlines: May 15 or until filled. 
Geography: lnstrudor (full.time, temporary. one-year, joint appointment with environmental 
program). Contact ANar Carlson (2-2925). Deadline: April 30 or until filled. 
HPER: (Revised) instrudorfassistant professrii- (motor behavior specialist, probationary). 
Contact N. Jean Bateman {2·2396). Also, assistant professor, sport management division. Contact 
M. Jay Sidwell (2-7232). Also, assistant professor. pedagogy specialist. secondary school physical 
ad! ICatiof1 (probationary). Contact Linda M. lander (2-6930). Deadlines for all positions: May 15 or 
until filed. 
Polltlcal Scllll ice: assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Roger Anderson (2·2921 ). 
Deadline: May 7. 
Psychology: Assistant piofessoc. induslriallorganizational psychology (anticipated, probation-
ary). Contact l/O Faculty Search Committee (2-2301 ). Deadline: May 7. 
School of Art: Assis1ant professor. COITpJter art, painting, drawing and 2-0 fol.II ldatiol is 
(temporary). Contact Ron Coleman (2-2786). Deacline: May 7. ' 
Special f.ducatlon: Assistant professor of retklbililatiol'l CXlUllSeling. Contact Rich Wilson 
(2-7293). Deacline: April 10 or until filled. 
T ec:hnology. Assistant professor, eledronic: technology. Contact the chair of the Search 
Committee for EledJOllic: Tec:l110logy (2-7581). Deadline: April 9. 
Telec:onwnunk:atlous. Assistant professor/instruclor (temporary, full.time). Contact Bruce 
Klopfenstein (2-2138). Deacline: May 7. 
Vlsual Conwnunlc:allon and Technology Edo'Cldlon: Assistant professor, design technology. 
Contact chair, Arctlit8durelEn Design Search Committee (2-2437). Deadline: Apnl 9. 
The following uBinisb aliV'll staff position is avaiable: 
Computlllr Senlcas (Aranda): Technical assistant. Contact the Office of the Dean, Firela11ds 
Coeege, 901 Rye Beach Road. Huron. OH 44839 (433-5560, ext. 223). Deac5ne: April 16. 
"Easter Parade," (1948) starring Fred Astaire, 
Ann MiUer and Judy Garland, 9 p.m., Gish Fdm 
Theater. Free. 
Friday, April 9 
Baseball, vs. Toledo, 1 p.m., Steller Field. 
BGSU Master of Fine Arts Thesls 
Exhibition Reception, 7-9 p.m. Dorothy Uber 
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 
BGSU Master of Ane Arts Thesis 
Exhibition, 9 am.-4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sunday. through April 20, 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 
BGSU. Bac:helor ol Ane Arts Senior 
Thesis Exhibition Reception. 7-9 p.m., 
School of Art Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 
BGSU Bachelor of Fine Arts Senior 
Thesis Exhibition. 9 am.-4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday and 2·5 p.m. Sunday, through 
April 20. School of Art Gallery, Fine Arts 
Center. 
Softball, vs. Central Michigan. 2 p.m .. 
BGSU Softball Field. 
Men's Tennis. vs. Toledo, 3 p.m., Keefe 
Courts. 
Shorts Festival '93: A Bill cf One Acts. a 
p.m., 411 South Hall. Admission is $2. 
Seating is limited. No advance ticket sales. 
Reading, students Cathy Fyner. J. L 
Haddawaya and Holly Norton will read from 
their works, 7:30 p.m., Prout Chapel. Free. 
Saturday, April 1 O 
Softball, vs. Central Michigan. noon. 
BGSU Softball Field. 
Baseball, vs. Toledo. 1 p.m .• Steller Field. 
Shorts Festival '93: A em of One Acts, a 
p.m .• 411 South Hall. AdmissiOn is $2. 
Seating is limited. No ~ ticket sales. 
Monday, April 12 
American Red Cross bloodmobile, 10:30 
am.-4:30 pm., Monday through Friday, 
through April 16, Northeast Commons. For 
appointment call 352-4575. Walk-ins 
welcome. 
lntematlon Alm Serles, "Fox and H"is 
Friends; (Germany 1975), 8 p.m., Gish Rim 
Theater. Subtitles. Free. 
Computer festival set 
University Computer Services has 
organized a Computer Technology 
Festival for April 12. A variety of demon-
strations and presentations will exhibit 
innovative uses of computer technology 
to enhance instruction and research. 
Faculty and staff are invited to attend 
the following programs: 
"Big Macs in the Classroom" will be 
from 9-9:30 am. in 117 Hayes Hall. 
"WBGU-lV Videotape Library 
Hypercard Stack" will be from 9:30-10 
a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall. 
"The Computer and the Social 
Sciences· will take place from 10-10:30 
a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall. 
"Apple Multimedia Applications" will be 
from 10:30-11 :30 a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall. 
"The Music Technology Studios· is set 
for 1 :15-1 :45 p. m .• 2:15-2:45 p.m. and 
3~3:30 p.m. in 2201 Moore Musical Arts 
Building. 
·computer Graphics and Design" will 
be from 1 :15-1 :45 p.m., 2-2:30 p.m. and 
3-3:30 p.m. in 1104 Fine Arts Center. 
"BGLINK Features, Capabilities and 
Databases· is scheduled for 1 :15-2 p.m., 
2-2:45 p.m. and 2:45-3:30 p.m. in 1 SOA 
Jerome Library. 
"IBM Multimedia Applications" is set 
for 3:45-4:45 p.m. in 128 Hayes Hall. 
Recycle paperclips 
Do you find that you have more jumbo 
paper clips in your desk drawers than 
you·11 ever be able to use? Charles 
Dicken, computer services, is willing to 
take them off your hands. 
Computer operations uses more than 
500 jumbo dips per week by connecting 
job request sheets with the printed 
output. Recycling th~ paper clips could 
save his office some money. · 
' Departments, offices or persons with 
extra jumbo paper clips can send them to 
Dicken at computer operations, 314 
Hayes Hall. For more information, call 
372-7757. 
Forum luncheon to focus on 'enlightened' racism 
Dr. Sut Jhally, an associate professor 
of communication at the University of 
Massachusetts, will speak on MEnlight-
ened' Racism: Why America Can't Think 
Straight About Race" at the April 16 Arts 
and Sciences Forum Luncheon. 
FoRsAIE 
The honors program has for sale to 
any department the following computer 
equipment an IBM PC dual floppy drive 
system with 256K of RAM, a mono-
chrome monitor and keyboard for $100 
and a Hewlett Packard L.aserjet printer for 
$100. These items can be seen by calling 
372-8504. 
Educational amiculum and instruction 
has for sale three IBM model 50 personal 
computers with monochrome displays for 
$450 or best offer, and one Quietwriter Ill 
printer for $150 or best offer. Call 
372-7320 for more information. 
The psychology department has for' 
sale a Xerox 6240 electronic typewriter 
which features a disk driYe, speD checker 
and display screen. It also includes print 
wheels and ribbons. For more informa-
tion, contact Deb Conklin at 372-8377. 
. . ' 
Jhally, a specialist on the influence of 
advertising in society, will cflSCUSS his 
research using "The Cosby Show" as an 
example of how lV has redefined the 
way African-Americans are represented 
in the media Jhally and a colleague 
conducted irHtepth interviews with 
viewers in their own homes. Their 
conclusions that "The Cosby Show" and 
others produce only a new •enfightened" 
racism are both striking and controversial. 
The $5 luncheon will begin at noon in 
the Towers IM, McDonald West (easily 
accessed from the Thurstin Ave. parking 
lot). Jhally's presentation will be at 12:30 
p.m. For reservations, contact Donna at 
372-2340. 
Computers for rent 
University Computer Services will be 
offering Macintosh SE 2140 and Macin-
tosh Classic microcomputers for rent 
during the sunvner. The rental cost is 
$50. Applications will be available in 100 
and 127 Hayes Hall beginning April 5. 
Applicants must be faculty, slafl or 
graduate students and the system must 
be picked up May 6 and returned Aug. 
23. Applications roost be returned by 4 
p.m. to 100 Hayes HaB on April 16. 
VoL. XVI, No. 34 
ASC calls for an 
additional 4.35% 
pay increase this 
fiscal year for staff 
Administrative Staff Council approved 
a recommendation at its April 1 meeting 
calling for salaries of administrative 
employees to increase six percent for the 
next year. The recommendation includes 
the 1.65 percent increase approved by 
the Board of Trustees in December, 
leaving a needed increase of 4.35 
percent for the 1993-94 fiscal year. 
Bob Waddle, chair of the Salary 
Committee, said the recommendation is 
based on ASC"s goal for the University's 
administrative staff salaries to be the 
fourth highest among 11 other compa-
rable Ohio institutions. According to the 
committee's report, BGSU administrative 
staff currently rank eighth. 
The committee indicated that adminis-
trative staff members are under more 
stress and their workloads have in-
creased in the last few years, but their 
paychecks have not. "Administrative staff 
have been asked to deal with these 
increases without the benefit of overtime 
or comp time, or even the compensation 
that a faculty member would get for an 
overload teaching schedule," the 
committee's report says. "While the 
current state budget situation has 
continued to hit all facets of higher 
education, it remains imperative that the 
administration continue to support the . 
excellent staff of this campus by striving 
to make administrative salaries fourth out 
of 11 statewide. We must not let the 
quality of the appficants that we are able 
to draw from diminish due to salaries that 
rank near the bottom of the list of our 
fellow Ohio institutions." 
In addition, the committee recom-
mends that a separate pool of money be 
established, reviewed and maintained 
yearly to allow for market adjustments 
and salary differences by gender. 
Also recommended is that any salary 
pool less than 3.5 percent should be 
awarded entirely on an aaoss-the-boa.rd 
basis and any salary pool available 
greater than 3.5 percent should be 
distributed based on 60 percent 
across-the-board and 40 percent merit 
This recommendation is based on the 
idea that every member of the administra-
tive staff should have an opportunity to 
reach the projected consumer price 
increase of 3.5 pen:ent. 
The committee's final recommendation 
is that salary increases for merit should 
be announced asi a dollar figure and not a 
percentage increase. Also, merit should 
be cflstributed in a systematic and 
consistent manner University-wide. The 
Continued on page 3 
Bo\VLI'.'G GREEN STA'TE UNIVERSITY 
StroUing through a skyscraper landscape of cans, a group of Chinese business 
and manufacturing representatives attending a two-week quafity management 
WOtkshop at the University take a tour of the Ball Metal Container DMsion in Findlay. 
The division makes metal containers including beverage and soup cans for the food 
industry. The worlcshop was sponsored by the University's Center for Quality, 
Measurement and Automation and the Office of Continuing Education. 
Llbrary IS 
Center for Archival Collections 
APRIL 12, 1993 
Senate wants 15o/o 
salary increase 
over 3-year period 
Faculty Senate approved a salary 
recommendation at its April 6 meeting 
calling for a 15 percent pay increase 
during the next three years. 
The resolution specifically recom-
mends the Board of Trustees raise 
salaries six percent in academic year 
1993-94, five percent in 1994-95 and four 
percent in 1995-96 in order for BGSU 
faculty to achieve the third rank among 
the eight category-I universities in Ohio. It 
also would put them in approximate parity 
with the 60th percentile among category-I 
universities nationally, a goal the senate 
has been striving for for several years. 
The resolution states that despite the 
current economic uncertainties, the 
University has no choice but to pursue its 
long-range commitment to academic 
excellence which requires a quality 
faculty attracted and retained by competi-
tive salaries and benefits. The recom-
mendation also supported the need for 
the raises by citing the reduction in 
summer salaries, two years of no salary 
increases and rising health care costs. 
But while in favor of the pay hikes, 
some faculty questioned where the 
addtional funding would come from. 
"Yes, I want a higher salary, but at 
what cost? Larger classes? Fewer 
faculty? We have to ask, where does the 
money come from to support this 
resolution?," asked Senator Molly Laflin. 
Allen White, chair of the senate, said 
he does not know where the money will 
come from but he believes the request is 
fair. "We have to move forward by asking 
for what we think is fair and equitable.· 
Veronica Gold, a member of the 
Faculty Welfare Committee that proposed 
the salary recommendations, said the 
University administration factors 
long-range planning for other campus 
projects but never has for salary goals. 
Prior to voting on the resolution, the 
senate heard a report from Or. J. 
Christopher Dalton on the topic of 
University benefits, including the Early 
Continued on page 3 
Trustees hear of developments at Fire/ands College 
The Board of Trustees, holding its 
annual meeting Apnl 2 at Firelancls 
College, learned about several SI ICCeSS-
ful developments that have occurred in 
the past five years at the campus near 
Huron. 
Dr. Mary Jane Hahler, associate dean 
at Firelands, described to the trustees the 
progress Firelands has made toward 
meeting the educational needs of Erie, 
Sandusky and Ottawa counties. 
Firelands, she said, has more 
part-time than full-time students, has 
more students over the age of 22 than 
below 22 and more than 35 percent al its 
courses offered after 5 p.m. or on 
Saturdays. The enrollment last fall was 
nearly 1,400. 
Firelands provides the primary 
university opportunity for many students 
in the region and it's a responsibility the 
college takes seriously, she said. 
Enrollment at Firelands was static in 
the 1980s and FTE counts actually 
declined, Hahler told the trustees. In 
1988, the FTE count was 614; this spring 
it is 813, an increase of 25 percent. She 
also noted that special emphasis on 
retaining students has paid off with 
advance registrations jumping from 480 
in the fall of 1989 to 652 last fall -We 
Continued on page 3 
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New equipment offers important data in fight to unravel mysteries of autism 
Upon first glance, the new equip-
ment in the University's psychology 
department may look simply like 
another computer. But for those who 
know how to use it, the equipment 
could be a key to unlocking some of 
the mysteries of the brain, especially in 
autistic children. 
B.E.S.T. Medical Systems, located 
near Vienna, Austria, has provided the 
University the software for this 
high-tech electro encephalography 
brain topography equipment, worth 
approximately $60,000. The hardware 
has been partially purchased from 
various University funds. The equip-
ment permits direct imaging of subtle 
changes in brain electrical activity. The 
acquisition of this system is the result 
of contacts Dr. Jaak Panksepp, 
psychology, has made with the 
company through his research in 
measuring brain activity of autistic 
children at the University of Salzburg in 
Austria with Dr. Patrick Lensing, Dr. 
Wolfgang Klmesch and Dr. Hannes 
Schimke. 
Panksepp is still seeking support to 
complete the purchase of the system. 
Autism is an emotional disturbance 
that has baffled researchers, doctors 
and parents for years. Approximately 
five in every 10,000 children born 
suffer from the disorder and there is no 
known cure. Based on his research, 
Panksepp says autism is caused in 
part by a chemical imbalance in brain 
opivid activity. Children with the 
disorder have difficulties with social 
relationships and communication. 
Symptoms include language problems, 
odd movements, lack of creative play 
and intolerance to touch. Panksepp 
has developed new ways to help these 
children with existing medications. 
When Panksepp began investigat-
ing brain circuits for emotions 20 years 
ago, it was not with the intent to 
eventually explore autism. But his work 
started focusing more on the imbal· 
ances of the brain and ways to correct 
these imbalances. It was natural to 
question the implications of his findings 
for autism and other psychiatric 
<flSOrders. 
His research led him to Europe 
where certain lines of experimental 
work were easier to conduct than in the 
U.S. Upon hearing about his research 
efforts, investigators at the University of 
Salzburg invited him to their campus to 
discuss basic science and dinical issues 
and to work with their staff. It was there 
he was first introduced to the novel form 
of brain imaging that was in use at 
several Austrian labsand he also began 
studying the drug naltrexone which 
reduces the impact of the disorder in 
some children. 
To promote cooperative research 
efforts, Panksepp developed a faculty 
science exchange between BGSU and 
the University of Salzburg four years ago. 
Austrian colleagues also introduced 
him to officials at B.E.S.T. who were 
interested in seeing their equipment put 
to use in new applications. "By using 
their equipment, we will be able to 
provide B.E.S.T. with new information on 
the questions we are pursuing at Bowling 
Green; Panksepp said. "They want to 
continue developing ways to refine their 
technologies and to expand the types of 
applications for their equipment.· 
Dr. Dieter Grossegger, manager of 
B.E.S.T. Medical Systems and a biomedi· 
cal engineer, was in Bowling Green 
March 28-Apnl 2 to help install the new 
equipment He and Panksepp also visited 
several area institutions, including Ohio 
State University's Children's Hospital and 
Wright-Patterson AFB, to discuss the 
equipment's capabilities. "There is a lot of 
interest in this new technology because it 
can provide knowledge that we could 
only guess at before; Panksepp said. 
Just what will Panksepp do with the 
new equipment? His initial plan is to use 
it in conjunction with the auditory integra-
tion training (AIT) he and a team of 
students provide to autistic children in 
northwest Ohio. AIT is a new kind of 
therapy that attempts to readjust auditory 
hypersensitivities. Approximately 100 
. centers around the country offer the 
training, but it is very expensive. 
The establishment of "A Memorial 
Foundation for Lost Children· provided 
the focus to begin providing the service in 
this area. The foundation was a-eated in 
memory of the children lost in several 
tragedies in the Bowling Green commu-
nity in the past three years, including 
Dieter Grossegger (left) of B.E.5. T. Medical Systems, Jaak Panksepp, psychology, 
and graduate student Marni Vaningan (seated), examine brain imaging on a new 
piece of equipment provided to the University by B.E.5. T., an Austrian company. 
Panksepp's daughter and three friends 
who died in a car accident He helped 
establish the foundation to provide a 
living legacy which can provide help to 
living children "lost because of emotional 
disturbances .• 
"Through the foundation, we also want 
to provide support to the development of 
young people who have been cfisadvan-
taged through various societal problems; 
Panksepp said. With this focus in mind, 
we have brought several new therapies 
into this area which can help some of 
these children." 
Through support of the foundation and 
the psychology department, Panksepp 
and his students are providing free AIT 
testing to three children every two weeks. 
Now the new electro encephalography 
equipment will allow them to evaluate 
brain status of these children more 
directly. "This equipment allows us to see 
the brain activity as it occurs,· Panksepp 
said. "Before, we just had to guess what 
was happening in their brains from their 
behaviors. Now we will be ~e to actually 
. . 
see if the therapy is helping. It can also 
guide us in the development of new 
therapies, especially those based on 
changing brain rhythms. It may also 
help us see how various mecflCations 
are affecting the brains of these 
children. 
"This imaging can be used to 
answer many questions and many 
students are eager to try out their 
ideas on it,· he said. ·All this would not 
have happened without the coopera-
tive scientific exchange we developed; 
it highlights the advantage of making 
contacts with other colleagues. 
"This technology can give us 
answers where before we had to be 
intuitive. It is opening all kinds of doors 
for probing mental proceses and 
mental disorders objectively." 
This work can be supported by a 
tax-deferred donation to the Lost 
Children's Fund, BGSU Foundation, 
Mileti Center, Bowling Green. Oh., 
43403. 
Faculty awarded tenure and/or promotions at April 2 trustee meeting Software project 
proposals sought Promotions and/or tenure were 
approved for 27 faculty at the April 2 
Board of Trustees meeting held at 
Firelands College. 
In the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Dr. W. Robert Midden, chemistry, Dr. 
Shirley Ostler, English and Dr. Steven 
Boone, theatre, were approved for 
tenure. 
Receiving tenure and promotion to 
associate professor were Dr. George 
Bullerjahn, biological sciences, Dr. John 
Graham, biological sciences, Dr. Geoffrey 
Howes, Gennan, Russian and East Asian 
Languages, Dr. Subramaniam 
Ramakrishnan, computer sciences, Dr. 
Ann Marie Ryan, psychology, Dr. Steven 
Seubert, mathematics and statistics, Dr. 
Kendall Stiles, political science, and Dr. 
James Taylor, philosophy. 
Promoted to associate professor were 
Dr. David Chilson, computer science, and 
Dr. Dale Klopfer, psychology. 
Promoted to professor were Dr. 
Edward Chen, history, Dr. William 
Coggin, EngUsh, Dr. Bruce Edwards, 
English; Dr. James Forse, history, and 
Dr. Barbee Teasley, computer science. 
In the College of Business Administra-
tion Dr. Richard Penlesky, management, 
received tenure. 
Dr. Sung Bae, finance, and Dr. 
Charles Watts, management, received 
tenure and promotion to associate 
professor. 
Dr. B. Madhu Rao, applied statistics 
and operations research, was promoted 
to professor. 
In the College of Education and Allied 
Professions, Dr. Fiona MacKinnon 
Slaney, higher education and student 
affairs, received tenure. 
Receiving tenure and promotion to 
associate professor was Dr. Susan Lab, 
applied human ecology. 
Promc:rted to professor were Dr. 
Patricia Cunningham, applied human 
ecology, and Dr. Eric Jones, special 
. education. 
In the College of Musical Arts, Dr. 
Emily Freeman Brown, music perfor-
mance stu<fies, received tenure and 
promotion to associate professor. 
Blood donors 
are needed 
Faculty, staff and students will be 
asked to volunteer to roll up their sleeves 
during the American Red Cross 
bloodmobile's campus visit Monday -
Friday (April 12-16). The bloodmobile will 
be held at the northeast Commons from 
10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. each day .. 
Donors can make an appointment by 
calling the Wood County Red Cross 
office at 352-4575. Walk-ins also are 
welcome. 
A senior/graduate level course 
(Computer Science 4641564) in software 
development will be taught during fall 
semester 1993. As part of the course, 
teams of students will design and 
develop software systems for academic 
departments, sdministrative offices and 
other areas at the University. 
The computer science department is 
now sorlciting software project proposals 
as possibilities for the course. Depart-
ments or offices that are interested 
should submit a one-page writeup to Dr. 
David Chilson, computer science, which 
includeS: a description of the current 
system f If any); a description of what the 
proposed system should do; and a 
description of the area's hardware (type 
of computer, printer, etc.). For further 
infonnation, contacfChilson at 372-2330 
or Dr. Barbee Teasley at 372-2339. 
_ ..... _______________ ... ____________________________ ..... . 
Reciprocal borrowing system now available 
The Reciprocal Faculty Borrowing 
Program is a new service available to 
faculty which will allow them to have 
access to scholarly materials in more 
than 150 participating libraries across the 
country. University Libraries is offering 
the program through OCLC, the interna-
tional bibliographic utility. 
An example of how the system works 
is a BGSU faculty member planning to 
visit Indiana University would obtain a 
reciprocal faculty borrowing program card 
that would pennit him or her to use 
research material at the site or borrow the 
material, depending on the policies of 
that institution's library. Borrowing 
. privileges vary from institution to institu-
' tion. The circulation desk staff of BGSU's 
University Libraries, through the OCLC 
Name-Address Directory, can check the 
policies and practices of the library a 
faculty member intends to visit. The 
visiting faculty members must present 
their reciprocal faculty borrowing cards 
and any other required identifications at 
the main campus library of the institution 
: they are visiting. 
' Some of the regional university 
libraries that are participating in the 
program are Ohio State University, 
University of Toledo, Kent State Univer-
sity, Case Western Reserve University, 
I University of Cincinnati, Miami University, 
, Ohio University, Michigan State Univer-
1 sity, University of Illinois at 
Champaign-Urbana, Purdue University, 
Pennsylvania State University, Wayne 
State University, University of Chicago, 
The Newberry Library and the University 
of Kentucky. 
A BGSU faculty member who partici-
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work very hard at keeping our students 
satisfied; she said. 
The financial picture at Firelands has 
also improved dramatically since 1987-88 
when there was a $250,000 deficit Now 
a "comfortable contribution" has been 
made to the contingency reserve fund the 
past five years. 
Special programs created by the 
college have increased the number of 
minorities and non-traditonal students. 
Hahler said .nearly 1 O percent of 
Rrelands students receive grants. In 
addition to increasing enrollments in the 
associate degree programs, there has 
been growing interest in the bachelor of 
liberal stu<fies degree offered at Firelands 
by the College of Arts and Sciences. 
' The number of student aedit hours 
generated by technical courses has 
increased by 48 percent in the past three 
years, reflecting a national trend. Allied 
health courses have been the most 
popular, Hahler said. 
Firelands has also experienced 
considerable growth in its continuing 
education programs where registrations 
have jumped from 1,000 to 3,000 and · 
revenues have increased by more than 
$200,000 in the past year. 
Fund-raising is another area of 
success at Firelands. In 1989, Dean 
Robert DeBard declared a "fund-raising 
bankruptcy" at the college. Since then 
non-restricted gifts have grown by 
$17 ,000 in the past two years and 
restricted gifts are up to $140,000. In 
addition, ~ip funds have gone 
from $125,000 to nearly $350,000. . 
During the meeting the trustees 
pates in this program assumes responsi-
bility for observing the regulations of the 
lending library, returning material, either 
in person or by mail, within the prescribed 
loan period by the lending library. They 
also must return all material immediately 
if it is recalled by the lending library and 
pay any and all fines or other charges 
incurred due to the late return or damage 
to materials. This is a program of 
privileges and a participating institution 
may suspend those privileges of its own 
faculty members or of the faculty mem-
bers of a participating institution. 
Faculty members who are interested 
in acquiring a reciprocal faculty borrowing 
program card should visit the circulation 
desk in Jerome Library. Additional 
information about the program and a list 
of participating libraries also is available. 
'Friends' banquet set 
Award-winning writer and Findlay 
native Dan O'Brien will be the guest 
speaker at the annual Friends of the 
Bowling Green State University Libraries 
spring banquet on April 21. 
The 7 p.m. banquet at the Atrium, 
Kaufman's at the Lodge, will be preceded 
by cocktails at 6 p.m. Tickets are $20 for 
members of the organization and $25 for 
others. For reservations, call ttie Dean's 
Office at 372-2856 by Friday (April 16). 
O'Brien, who lives with his wife in 
Rapid City, S.D., won the prestigious 
University of Iowa Short Fiction Award in 
1986 for his collection of short stories, 
Eminent Domain. 
approved: 
-a $13,313,458 miscellaneous 
auxiliary budget, which includes such 
sett-supporting programs as the golf 
course, parking services, the bookstore, 
telecommunications services and the 
shuttle service. 
-promotions and tenure appoint-
ments for 27 faculty members. 
-the 1993-94 Full-Time and Perma-
nent Part-Time Classified Staff and 
Administrative Staff Handbooks. 
-an amendment to its bylaws 
restricting the reimbursement of travel 
expenses to those incurred only within 
Ohio. Reimbursement for expenses other 
than traveling to and from campus within 
Ohio must be approved in advance by 
the board. 
~n of the Firelands Advisory 
Board to include representatives of the 
classified and administrative staffs. 
In his remarks to the trustees, 
President Olscamp welcomed the board's 
two newest members, Valerie Newell of 
Cincinnati and David Bryan of Toledo. 
Dr. Allen White, Faculty Senate chair, 
told the trustees that the Senate would 
soon be voting on its salary recommen-
dations. He said that while the faculty 
was grateful for the "inodest mid-year 
salary increment, the raise did little to 
improve salary conditions at BGSU. • The 
senate's recommendations wm include 
increases for the next three years. He 
added that if "BGSU is to maintain its · 
standing in the community of mature 
universities, we must offer a comPensa· 
tion package which wiD help to retain a 
productive faculty." 
PERS and Social Security reps to be on campus 
Representatives from the Public 
Employees Retirement System (PERS) 
will be on campus April 27 to present 
orientation sessions for all employees 
under the system. In addition, a 
representative from the Social Security 
Office will be on hand to provide 
information on items of interest that 
impact on PERS retirement plans and 
will respond to questions. 
To accommodate as many employ-
ees as possible, three presentations 
have been scheduled throughout the 
day in the Town Room of the University 
Union. The first session will be at 10 
a.m. followed by a repeat session at 
noon and 3 p.m. 
In addition to the orientation ses-
sions, a PERS representative will be on 
campus all day April 27 and 28 for 
personal interviews with individuals who 
wish to reivew their retirement benefits. 
These personal interviews will be held 
in the personnel office of the College 
Park Office Building. 
Persons planning to attend one of 
the orientation sessions need to submit 
their name and the session they plan to 
attend to the personnel office. For the 
personal interview, the office needs the 
participant's name and social security 
number. To make these arrangements, 
contact Laura Gazarek at 372-8421 by 
April 21. 
Classified staff to be voting in CSC election 
Classified staff will be voting on a slate 
of candidates vying for seats on Classi-
fied Staff Council. Staff will vote using 
ballots sent to them through campus mail 
the week of April 15. The deadline to 
return ballots is April 27. 
SENA'IE 
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Retirement Incentive Program. Senators 
have previously debated whether the 
program is indeed a benefit or if the 
University actually makes money from it. 
Dalton said the ERIP is "dearly not an 
inexpensive program· for the University. 
Also, if the ERIP is to pay for itself, it 
must cause both a lowering of the 
average faculty salary and the average 
age of retirement compared to what the 
averages would be without the buyout 
The lowering of average salaries is a 
ASC 
From the front 
committee members said they feel an 
announcement of a total percentage 
<flvided for across the board and merit 
creates a false expectation of the 
increase in individual salaries. 
The report stated ASC also remains 
"deeply concerned" with the inconsisten-
cies in how vice presidential areas 
distnbute merit It is recommeiided that 
all administrative employees be informed 
in writing, prior to their contracts being 
issued, of their percentage 
across-the-board and their merit percent-
age. 
The salary recommendation will be 
forwarded to the Board of Trustees. 
In other business, couool members 
endorsed a proposal for diversity 
education for University staff. The 
training, whlch would be coordinated by 
personnel services and the affirmative 
action office, would be open to all 
employees on a voluntary basis and 
would be held in June, July and August. 
Training would cover three areas of 
discussion: gender/sexual harassment 
and discrimination; race/racial harass· 
ment and disairnination; and harassment 
and discrimination on the basis of 
disability, age, veteran status, religion or 
national origin. Under each area the 
training will cover University policy as it 
pertains to that topic; explain employee 
responsibiflties and provide information 
on reporting; provide examples of 
inappropriate actions. language, etc.; and 
Ballots will only be sent to areas 
where candidates are being elected. For 
more information about the election, 
contact Jim Lein, physical plant and chair 
of the council's election committee, or 
any current CSC representative. 
direct consequence of retirements, he 
said. This effect is exaggerated by the 
ERIP because of the larger number of 
retirees. It increases the difference 
between increases in the average faculty 
salary (1.9 percent for 1992-93) and 
salary increases for continuing faculty 
(4.1 percent for 1992-93). 
In final business, the senate decided 
to hold an on-call meeting at 2:30 p.m. 
April 20 in the Assembly Room of McFall 
Center. 
provide information on sanctions as well 
as benefits gained from maintaining an 
environment free of harassment and 
disaimination. 
Also at the meeting, the council 
discussed the proposed restructuring of 
the Universit/s health care benefit plan. 
A proposal wilh three different plans 
employees can choose from has been 
prepared by Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, 
vice president for planning and budget-
ing, Robert Martin, vice president for 
operations, John Moore, executive 
director of personnel services, Gaylyn 
Finn, University treasurer, and Jim 
Morris, manager of the Benefits Office. 
Ann Bowers, chair of ASC, explained 
the proposal has been given to the 
Health Gare Task Force for one last 
review. Although ASC is not being asked 
to comment on the proposal, she asked 
representatives to share it with their 
constituents to obtain some feedback on 
the different plans. 
Bowers also reported that she met 
with Chris Stock, chair of Classified Staff 
Couool, and Dr. Allen White, chair of 
Faculty Senate. They talked about topics 
of common concern to their constituen-
cies, such as health care and day care. 
The three chairs plan to meet with 
representatives of Undergraduate 
Student Government and Graduate 
Student Senate to discuss the day care 
issue. 
.-
New equipment offers important data in fight to unravel mysteries of autism 
Upon first glance, the new equip-
ment in the University's psychology 
department may look simply like 
another computer. But for those who 
know how to use it, the equipment 
could be a key to unlocking some of 
the mysteries of the brain, especially in 
autistic children. 
B.E.S.T. Medical Systems, located 
near Vienna, Austria, has provided the 
University the software for this 
high-tech electro encephalography 
brain topography equipment, worth 
approximately $60,000. The hardware 
has been partially purchased from 
various University funds. The equip-
ment permits direct imaging of subtle 
changes in brain electrical activity. The 
acquisition of this system is the result 
of contacts Dr. Jaak Panksepp, 
psychology, has made with the 
company through his research in 
measuring brain activity of autistic 
children at the University of Salzburg in 
Austria with Dr. Patrick Lensing, Dr. 
Wolfgang Klmesch and Dr. Hannes 
Schimke. 
Panksepp is still seeking support to 
complete the purchase of the system. 
Autism is an emotional disturbance 
that has baffled researchers, doctors 
and parents for years. Approximately 
five in every 10,000 children born 
suffer from the disorder and there is no 
known cure. Based on his research, 
Panksepp says autism is caused in 
part by a chemical imbalance in brain 
opivid activity. Children with the 
disorder have difficulties with social 
relationships and communication. 
Symptoms include language problems, 
odd movements, lack of creative play 
and intolerance to touch. Panksepp 
has developed new ways to help these 
children with existing medications. 
When Panksepp began investigat-
ing brain circuits for emotions 20 years 
ago, it was not with the intent to 
eventually explore autism. But his work 
started focusing more on the imbal· 
ances of the brain and ways to correct 
these imbalances. It was natural to 
question the implications of his findings 
for autism and other psychiatric 
<flSOrders. 
His research led him to Europe 
where certain lines of experimental 
work were easier to conduct than in the 
U.S. Upon hearing about his research 
efforts, investigators at the University of 
Salzburg invited him to their campus to 
discuss basic science and dinical issues 
and to work with their staff. It was there 
he was first introduced to the novel form 
of brain imaging that was in use at 
several Austrian labsand he also began 
studying the drug naltrexone which 
reduces the impact of the disorder in 
some children. 
To promote cooperative research 
efforts, Panksepp developed a faculty 
science exchange between BGSU and 
the University of Salzburg four years ago. 
Austrian colleagues also introduced 
him to officials at B.E.S.T. who were 
interested in seeing their equipment put 
to use in new applications. "By using 
their equipment, we will be able to 
provide B.E.S.T. with new information on 
the questions we are pursuing at Bowling 
Green; Panksepp said. "They want to 
continue developing ways to refine their 
technologies and to expand the types of 
applications for their equipment.· 
Dr. Dieter Grossegger, manager of 
B.E.S.T. Medical Systems and a biomedi· 
cal engineer, was in Bowling Green 
March 28-Apnl 2 to help install the new 
equipment He and Panksepp also visited 
several area institutions, including Ohio 
State University's Children's Hospital and 
Wright-Patterson AFB, to discuss the 
equipment's capabilities. "There is a lot of 
interest in this new technology because it 
can provide knowledge that we could 
only guess at before; Panksepp said. 
Just what will Panksepp do with the 
new equipment? His initial plan is to use 
it in conjunction with the auditory integra-
tion training (AIT) he and a team of 
students provide to autistic children in 
northwest Ohio. AIT is a new kind of 
therapy that attempts to readjust auditory 
hypersensitivities. Approximately 100 
. centers around the country offer the 
training, but it is very expensive. 
The establishment of "A Memorial 
Foundation for Lost Children· provided 
the focus to begin providing the service in 
this area. The foundation was a-eated in 
memory of the children lost in several 
tragedies in the Bowling Green commu-
nity in the past three years, including 
Dieter Grossegger (left) of B.E.5. T. Medical Systems, Jaak Panksepp, psychology, 
and graduate student Marni Vaningan (seated), examine brain imaging on a new 
piece of equipment provided to the University by B.E.5. T., an Austrian company. 
Panksepp's daughter and three friends 
who died in a car accident He helped 
establish the foundation to provide a 
living legacy which can provide help to 
living children "lost because of emotional 
disturbances .• 
"Through the foundation, we also want 
to provide support to the development of 
young people who have been cfisadvan-
taged through various societal problems; 
Panksepp said. With this focus in mind, 
we have brought several new therapies 
into this area which can help some of 
these children." 
Through support of the foundation and 
the psychology department, Panksepp 
and his students are providing free AIT 
testing to three children every two weeks. 
Now the new electro encephalography 
equipment will allow them to evaluate 
brain status of these children more 
directly. "This equipment allows us to see 
the brain activity as it occurs,· Panksepp 
said. "Before, we just had to guess what 
was happening in their brains from their 
behaviors. Now we will be ~e to actually 
. . 
see if the therapy is helping. It can also 
guide us in the development of new 
therapies, especially those based on 
changing brain rhythms. It may also 
help us see how various mecflCations 
are affecting the brains of these 
children. 
"This imaging can be used to 
answer many questions and many 
students are eager to try out their 
ideas on it,· he said. ·All this would not 
have happened without the coopera-
tive scientific exchange we developed; 
it highlights the advantage of making 
contacts with other colleagues. 
"This technology can give us 
answers where before we had to be 
intuitive. It is opening all kinds of doors 
for probing mental proceses and 
mental disorders objectively." 
This work can be supported by a 
tax-deferred donation to the Lost 
Children's Fund, BGSU Foundation, 
Mileti Center, Bowling Green. Oh., 
43403. 
Faculty awarded tenure and/or promotions at April 2 trustee meeting Software project 
proposals sought Promotions and/or tenure were 
approved for 27 faculty at the April 2 
Board of Trustees meeting held at 
Firelands College. 
In the College of Arts and Sciences, 
Dr. W. Robert Midden, chemistry, Dr. 
Shirley Ostler, English and Dr. Steven 
Boone, theatre, were approved for 
tenure. 
Receiving tenure and promotion to 
associate professor were Dr. George 
Bullerjahn, biological sciences, Dr. John 
Graham, biological sciences, Dr. Geoffrey 
Howes, Gennan, Russian and East Asian 
Languages, Dr. Subramaniam 
Ramakrishnan, computer sciences, Dr. 
Ann Marie Ryan, psychology, Dr. Steven 
Seubert, mathematics and statistics, Dr. 
Kendall Stiles, political science, and Dr. 
James Taylor, philosophy. 
Promoted to associate professor were 
Dr. David Chilson, computer science, and 
Dr. Dale Klopfer, psychology. 
Promoted to professor were Dr. 
Edward Chen, history, Dr. William 
Coggin, EngUsh, Dr. Bruce Edwards, 
English; Dr. James Forse, history, and 
Dr. Barbee Teasley, computer science. 
In the College of Business Administra-
tion Dr. Richard Penlesky, management, 
received tenure. 
Dr. Sung Bae, finance, and Dr. 
Charles Watts, management, received 
tenure and promotion to associate 
professor. 
Dr. B. Madhu Rao, applied statistics 
and operations research, was promoted 
to professor. 
In the College of Education and Allied 
Professions, Dr. Fiona MacKinnon 
Slaney, higher education and student 
affairs, received tenure. 
Receiving tenure and promotion to 
associate professor was Dr. Susan Lab, 
applied human ecology. 
Promc:rted to professor were Dr. 
Patricia Cunningham, applied human 
ecology, and Dr. Eric Jones, special 
. education. 
In the College of Musical Arts, Dr. 
Emily Freeman Brown, music perfor-
mance stu<fies, received tenure and 
promotion to associate professor. 
Blood donors 
are needed 
Faculty, staff and students will be 
asked to volunteer to roll up their sleeves 
during the American Red Cross 
bloodmobile's campus visit Monday -
Friday (April 12-16). The bloodmobile will 
be held at the northeast Commons from 
10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. each day .. 
Donors can make an appointment by 
calling the Wood County Red Cross 
office at 352-4575. Walk-ins also are 
welcome. 
A senior/graduate level course 
(Computer Science 4641564) in software 
development will be taught during fall 
semester 1993. As part of the course, 
teams of students will design and 
develop software systems for academic 
departments, sdministrative offices and 
other areas at the University. 
The computer science department is 
now sorlciting software project proposals 
as possibilities for the course. Depart-
ments or offices that are interested 
should submit a one-page writeup to Dr. 
David Chilson, computer science, which 
includeS: a description of the current 
system f If any); a description of what the 
proposed system should do; and a 
description of the area's hardware (type 
of computer, printer, etc.). For further 
infonnation, contacfChilson at 372-2330 
or Dr. Barbee Teasley at 372-2339. 
_ ..... _______________ ... ____________________________ ..... . 
Reciprocal borrowing system now available 
The Reciprocal Faculty Borrowing 
Program is a new service available to 
faculty which will allow them to have 
access to scholarly materials in more 
than 150 participating libraries across the 
country. University Libraries is offering 
the program through OCLC, the interna-
tional bibliographic utility. 
An example of how the system works 
is a BGSU faculty member planning to 
visit Indiana University would obtain a 
reciprocal faculty borrowing program card 
that would pennit him or her to use 
research material at the site or borrow the 
material, depending on the policies of 
that institution's library. Borrowing 
. privileges vary from institution to institu-
' tion. The circulation desk staff of BGSU's 
University Libraries, through the OCLC 
Name-Address Directory, can check the 
policies and practices of the library a 
faculty member intends to visit. The 
visiting faculty members must present 
their reciprocal faculty borrowing cards 
and any other required identifications at 
the main campus library of the institution 
: they are visiting. 
' Some of the regional university 
libraries that are participating in the 
program are Ohio State University, 
University of Toledo, Kent State Univer-
sity, Case Western Reserve University, 
I University of Cincinnati, Miami University, 
, Ohio University, Michigan State Univer-
1 sity, University of Illinois at 
Champaign-Urbana, Purdue University, 
Pennsylvania State University, Wayne 
State University, University of Chicago, 
The Newberry Library and the University 
of Kentucky. 
A BGSU faculty member who partici-
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work very hard at keeping our students 
satisfied; she said. 
The financial picture at Firelands has 
also improved dramatically since 1987-88 
when there was a $250,000 deficit Now 
a "comfortable contribution" has been 
made to the contingency reserve fund the 
past five years. 
Special programs created by the 
college have increased the number of 
minorities and non-traditonal students. 
Hahler said .nearly 1 O percent of 
Rrelands students receive grants. In 
addition to increasing enrollments in the 
associate degree programs, there has 
been growing interest in the bachelor of 
liberal stu<fies degree offered at Firelands 
by the College of Arts and Sciences. 
' The number of student aedit hours 
generated by technical courses has 
increased by 48 percent in the past three 
years, reflecting a national trend. Allied 
health courses have been the most 
popular, Hahler said. 
Firelands has also experienced 
considerable growth in its continuing 
education programs where registrations 
have jumped from 1,000 to 3,000 and · 
revenues have increased by more than 
$200,000 in the past year. 
Fund-raising is another area of 
success at Firelands. In 1989, Dean 
Robert DeBard declared a "fund-raising 
bankruptcy" at the college. Since then 
non-restricted gifts have grown by 
$17 ,000 in the past two years and 
restricted gifts are up to $140,000. In 
addition, ~ip funds have gone 
from $125,000 to nearly $350,000. . 
During the meeting the trustees 
pates in this program assumes responsi-
bility for observing the regulations of the 
lending library, returning material, either 
in person or by mail, within the prescribed 
loan period by the lending library. They 
also must return all material immediately 
if it is recalled by the lending library and 
pay any and all fines or other charges 
incurred due to the late return or damage 
to materials. This is a program of 
privileges and a participating institution 
may suspend those privileges of its own 
faculty members or of the faculty mem-
bers of a participating institution. 
Faculty members who are interested 
in acquiring a reciprocal faculty borrowing 
program card should visit the circulation 
desk in Jerome Library. Additional 
information about the program and a list 
of participating libraries also is available. 
'Friends' banquet set 
Award-winning writer and Findlay 
native Dan O'Brien will be the guest 
speaker at the annual Friends of the 
Bowling Green State University Libraries 
spring banquet on April 21. 
The 7 p.m. banquet at the Atrium, 
Kaufman's at the Lodge, will be preceded 
by cocktails at 6 p.m. Tickets are $20 for 
members of the organization and $25 for 
others. For reservations, call ttie Dean's 
Office at 372-2856 by Friday (April 16). 
O'Brien, who lives with his wife in 
Rapid City, S.D., won the prestigious 
University of Iowa Short Fiction Award in 
1986 for his collection of short stories, 
Eminent Domain. 
approved: 
-a $13,313,458 miscellaneous 
auxiliary budget, which includes such 
sett-supporting programs as the golf 
course, parking services, the bookstore, 
telecommunications services and the 
shuttle service. 
-promotions and tenure appoint-
ments for 27 faculty members. 
-the 1993-94 Full-Time and Perma-
nent Part-Time Classified Staff and 
Administrative Staff Handbooks. 
-an amendment to its bylaws 
restricting the reimbursement of travel 
expenses to those incurred only within 
Ohio. Reimbursement for expenses other 
than traveling to and from campus within 
Ohio must be approved in advance by 
the board. 
~n of the Firelands Advisory 
Board to include representatives of the 
classified and administrative staffs. 
In his remarks to the trustees, 
President Olscamp welcomed the board's 
two newest members, Valerie Newell of 
Cincinnati and David Bryan of Toledo. 
Dr. Allen White, Faculty Senate chair, 
told the trustees that the Senate would 
soon be voting on its salary recommen-
dations. He said that while the faculty 
was grateful for the "inodest mid-year 
salary increment, the raise did little to 
improve salary conditions at BGSU. • The 
senate's recommendations wm include 
increases for the next three years. He 
added that if "BGSU is to maintain its · 
standing in the community of mature 
universities, we must offer a comPensa· 
tion package which wiD help to retain a 
productive faculty." 
PERS and Social Security reps to be on campus 
Representatives from the Public 
Employees Retirement System (PERS) 
will be on campus April 27 to present 
orientation sessions for all employees 
under the system. In addition, a 
representative from the Social Security 
Office will be on hand to provide 
information on items of interest that 
impact on PERS retirement plans and 
will respond to questions. 
To accommodate as many employ-
ees as possible, three presentations 
have been scheduled throughout the 
day in the Town Room of the University 
Union. The first session will be at 10 
a.m. followed by a repeat session at 
noon and 3 p.m. 
In addition to the orientation ses-
sions, a PERS representative will be on 
campus all day April 27 and 28 for 
personal interviews with individuals who 
wish to reivew their retirement benefits. 
These personal interviews will be held 
in the personnel office of the College 
Park Office Building. 
Persons planning to attend one of 
the orientation sessions need to submit 
their name and the session they plan to 
attend to the personnel office. For the 
personal interview, the office needs the 
participant's name and social security 
number. To make these arrangements, 
contact Laura Gazarek at 372-8421 by 
April 21. 
Classified staff to be voting in CSC election 
Classified staff will be voting on a slate 
of candidates vying for seats on Classi-
fied Staff Council. Staff will vote using 
ballots sent to them through campus mail 
the week of April 15. The deadline to 
return ballots is April 27. 
SENA'IE 
From the front 
Retirement Incentive Program. Senators 
have previously debated whether the 
program is indeed a benefit or if the 
University actually makes money from it. 
Dalton said the ERIP is "dearly not an 
inexpensive program· for the University. 
Also, if the ERIP is to pay for itself, it 
must cause both a lowering of the 
average faculty salary and the average 
age of retirement compared to what the 
averages would be without the buyout 
The lowering of average salaries is a 
ASC 
From the front 
committee members said they feel an 
announcement of a total percentage 
<flvided for across the board and merit 
creates a false expectation of the 
increase in individual salaries. 
The report stated ASC also remains 
"deeply concerned" with the inconsisten-
cies in how vice presidential areas 
distnbute merit It is recommeiided that 
all administrative employees be informed 
in writing, prior to their contracts being 
issued, of their percentage 
across-the-board and their merit percent-
age. 
The salary recommendation will be 
forwarded to the Board of Trustees. 
In other business, couool members 
endorsed a proposal for diversity 
education for University staff. The 
training, whlch would be coordinated by 
personnel services and the affirmative 
action office, would be open to all 
employees on a voluntary basis and 
would be held in June, July and August. 
Training would cover three areas of 
discussion: gender/sexual harassment 
and discrimination; race/racial harass· 
ment and disairnination; and harassment 
and discrimination on the basis of 
disability, age, veteran status, religion or 
national origin. Under each area the 
training will cover University policy as it 
pertains to that topic; explain employee 
responsibiflties and provide information 
on reporting; provide examples of 
inappropriate actions. language, etc.; and 
Ballots will only be sent to areas 
where candidates are being elected. For 
more information about the election, 
contact Jim Lein, physical plant and chair 
of the council's election committee, or 
any current CSC representative. 
direct consequence of retirements, he 
said. This effect is exaggerated by the 
ERIP because of the larger number of 
retirees. It increases the difference 
between increases in the average faculty 
salary (1.9 percent for 1992-93) and 
salary increases for continuing faculty 
(4.1 percent for 1992-93). 
In final business, the senate decided 
to hold an on-call meeting at 2:30 p.m. 
April 20 in the Assembly Room of McFall 
Center. 
provide information on sanctions as well 
as benefits gained from maintaining an 
environment free of harassment and 
disaimination. 
Also at the meeting, the council 
discussed the proposed restructuring of 
the Universit/s health care benefit plan. 
A proposal wilh three different plans 
employees can choose from has been 
prepared by Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, 
vice president for planning and budget-
ing, Robert Martin, vice president for 
operations, John Moore, executive 
director of personnel services, Gaylyn 
Finn, University treasurer, and Jim 
Morris, manager of the Benefits Office. 
Ann Bowers, chair of ASC, explained 
the proposal has been given to the 
Health Gare Task Force for one last 
review. Although ASC is not being asked 
to comment on the proposal, she asked 
representatives to share it with their 
constituents to obtain some feedback on 
the different plans. 
Bowers also reported that she met 
with Chris Stock, chair of Classified Staff 
Couool, and Dr. Allen White, chair of 
Faculty Senate. They talked about topics 
of common concern to their constituen-
cies, such as health care and day care. 
The three chairs plan to meet with 
representatives of Undergraduate 
Student Government and Graduate 




Monday, April 12 
BGSU Master of Fine Arts Thesis 
ExhJbltlon. 9 am.-4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sunday. through April 20, 
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Center. 
BGSU Bachelor of Fine Arts Senior 
Thesis Exhibition, 9 am.-4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday and 2-5 p.m. Sunday. through 
April 20, School of Art Gallery, Fine Arts 
Center. 
American Red Cross bloodmoblle. 10:30 
a.m.-4:30 p.m .. Monday through Friday. 
through April 16, Northeast Commons. For 
appointment call 352-4575. Walk-ins 
welcome. 
International Alm Serles, "Fox and HiS 
Friends." (Germany 1975), 8 p.m .• Gish Film 
Theater. Subtitles. Free. 
Tuesday, April 13 
Lambda Lunch, gay/lesbian faculty, S1aff · 
aoo graduate students meet for lunch and 
conversation. Call the Link for details, 
352-1545. 
People for Racial Justice Committee 
Meeting, 1-2:30 p.m., Tait Room, UniOn. 
WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1993"will 
feature a cflSCtlssion on a bill which seeks to 
harness state weHare spending, 1 O p.m., 
Channel 27. Questions from viewers will be 
taken beginning at 10 p.m. at 372-7250. 
Wednesday, April 14 
Concert, Faculty Artist Series performance 
by Valrie Kantorski and Ann Pope, 8 p.m., 
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Thursday, April 15 
lecture, "Mobilizing Around AIDS: The 
Development of an AIDS Activist Movement; 
by Professor Barry D. Adams. 2:30 p.m., Ohio 
Suite. Union. 
Colloquium, "Predicting Men's Sexual 
Aggression Against Women: The Interaction 
Model," by Dr. Neil Malamuth. 2:30-4 p.m .• 103 
Psychology Builcfrng. 
lecture, by "Entertainment Weekly" film 
critic Owen Gleiberman. 7 p.m., Gish Film 
Theater. 
Concert. by the BGSU Brass Choir, 7 p.m., 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Theatre Production, "Lenci Me A Tenor; 8 
p.m .• Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 
for adults and $4 for students and senior 
citizens. Cal 372-2719 IOI' reservations. 
Lenhm1 ClassJc American Alm Serles. 
"Carefree" (1938), 9 p.m., Gish Fdm Theater. 
Free. 
1be BGSU Composer Forum. 9 p.m .• 
Bryan Recital Hall, MoCll'e Musical Arts Center. 
Free. 
Friday, April 16 
Conference. "Teaching Economics Using 
The Socratic Method in Economics Class-
rooms: 10 am.-3:30 p.m., Days Inn, Bowling 
Green. To register call 372-8181. 
Forum Luncheon, •"Enlightened' Racism: 
Why America can·t Think Straight About 
Race," by Dr. Shut Jhally, noon, Towers Inn, 
McDonald West. Cost of the lunch is $5. Call 
372-2340 tor reservations. 
Interactive Symposium, "A Conspiracy of 
Artists,· 1-4 p.m., 1101 Fine Arts Building. with 
a reception with the panelists to follow. 
Theatre Production, "lend Me A Tenor: 8 
p.m .• Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 
for adults and $4 for students and senior 
citizens. Call 372-2719 for reservations. 
Concert. by the BGSU A cappella Choir 
and Women's Chcirus, 8 p.m; Koback.er Hall, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Saturday, April 17 
Concert, by the BGSU Euphonium-Tuba 
Ensemble, 7 p.m., Choral Rehearsal Hall, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free. 
Theatre Production, "lend Me A Tenor; 8 
p.m .• Eva Marie Saint Theatre. Tickets are $6 
for adults and $4 for students and senior 
citizens. Call 372-2719 for reservations. 
Sunday, April 18 
Theatre Production, "lend Me A Tenor.· 2 
p.m •• Eva Marie Saini Theatre. Tickets are $6 
for adults and $4 for students and senior 
citizens. Call 372-2719 for reservations. 
Concert, by the BGSU Collegiate Chorale, 
3 p.m .. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Free. 
Monday, April 19 
Fayetta Paulsen Leclure, "Communica-
tion Between Higher Education and the 
Legislature• by Ohio Senator Betly Montgom-
ery, 3 p.m .• Alumni Room. University Union. 
International Fiim Serles, "Raise the Red 
Lanttern" (China 1992). 8 p.m .• Gish Film 
Theater. Subtitles. Free. 
FACULTY /STAFF POSITIONS 
The following facuhy positions are available: 
Applied Human Ecology: lnsttudor'assistant professor. interior design. Contact Elsa 
Mc:MuDen (2-7813). Deadline: May 1 or until filled. 
Blologlcal Sdenceis: instructor, marine biologist (terminallfull-time). Contact Ron Woodluff 
(2-2332). Deadline: May 3. 
EDCI: Assistan1 professor, emphasis in elementary secondary science education (probation-
ary). Also, assis1ant professor, emphasis in reading and general secondary educ:ation. For both 
positiolis, contact Robert G. Oana (2-7320). Deadlines: May 15 or until filled. 
English: insb'uc:IOr (temporary). Also, instructor/assistant professor- (lerTlJOra!Y). FOi' both 
DOSitions, contact Richard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deadline: April 28 or until filled. 
HPER: Assistant professor, sport management division. Contact M. Joy SidweU (2-7232). Also, 
assistant professor, pedagogy speciaf'St, secondary school physical education (probationary). 
Contact Linda M.. l..ander (2-6930). Deadlines fClf both positiolis: May 15 Of until filled. 
Sociology: Instructor Of assistant professor (one year, tef'l1)0raly). Also assistant professor 
(probationary). FOi' both positio11s, contact Meredith Pugh 2-2296). Dea!lines: April 26. 
Telec:ouwuwk:ations: Assislant professorfinstruc:tor {lerTlJOra!Y, full-time). Deadline: May 7. 
Also, instruc:lor (tefT1JOfarY). Deacline: May 15 or until filled. FOi' both positions, contact Bruce 
Klopfenstein (2-2138). 
The following administra1ive staff positions are available: 
Computer Senices (Flrelands): T echnic:al assistant. Contact the Office of the Dean, Ftrelancls 
College, 901 Rye Beach Road, Huron, OH 44839 (433-5560. ext. 223). Deacline: April 16. 
English: Assistant director of general studies writing (anlic:ipated, 1£!n1:10rarY). Contact Richard 
Gebhaidt (2-2576). Deacliie: April 28 Of until filed_ 
RegtslratJon and Records: Systems specialist {tefll>OralY, ful-time fClf a 24-monlh duration). 
Contacr petSOmel seMces (Search M-011, 2-2227). Deadline: April 23. 
. ,,,........._ 
. 
Representatives of Shandong University in China visited campus last week to 
discuss details of a faculty/student exchange between their institute and BG5U. In 
addition to holding faculty discussions in the applied statistics and operations 
research department. they met with President Olscamp. Gathering in the presidenrs 
office are (from left) Wei Shih, A50R; Qin Feng Ming; Zhuang Dejun. dean of 
5handong's economics college; Olscamp; Wang Xing Qi and Jiang Xiu Zhen. 
Report warranty status upon repair of computers 
Departments that have purchased a 
microcomputer or related accessory 
through the Microcomputer Buying 
Service that fails within the warranty 
period need to make hardware support 
aware of the warranty status when they 
Want to quit smoking? 
Personnel services will offer a stop 
smoking program to University employ-
ees if enough people are interested in 
attending. The program "Fresh Start" is a 
no-nonsense way to quit smoking and is 
made available through the American 
Cancer Society. It is conducted in four 
one-hour evening sessions. 
Personnel services will sponsor the 
free program if at least 15 participants 
attend. For mere information contact 
Laura at 372-8421. 
Register April 22 for 
Weight Watchers 
A Weight Watchers pre-registration 
meeting will be held at noon April 22 in 
the personnel conference/training center 
of the College Park Office Building. This 
will be a no-charge session. Registration 
will not be accepted after the second 
week of class. 
The next 10-week Weight. Watchers 
Program will run from Apnl 29 through 
June 24. Each session will meet at noon 
at the location listed above. For further 
information, contact Laura Gazarek at 
372-8421. 
FORSAI,E 
The Educational MemorabtTia Center 
has for sale a five-year-old Macintosh SE 
HD2 with an Apple keyboard for $450. 
Also for sale is a five-year-old Image 
Writer II printer for $100. For more 
information, contact Dr. David G. Elsass 
at 372-7364 Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday between 9 am.-noon. 
call for service. 
Apple and IBM offer one-year warran-
ties on most major hardware compo-
nents. Tom Gross, manager of hardware 
support in University Computer Services, 
said if his area is not informed of the 
warranty status at the time of the repair, 
the part will be charged to the 
department's budget 
The reason for this procedure is that 
hardware support cannot obtain credit 
from the service vendors once it has sent 
the part in as a non-warranty repair. 
Caring to be rewarded 
The We-Ness Committee, an anony-
mous group of ur>dergraduate students, 
is planning this year's We-Ness Award 
Recognition Ceremony. For the p3st 10 
years, the We-Ness Committee has 
recognized individuals for their caring 
attitude and contribution to the University 
community. This year's nominees include 
faculty, administrative and classified staff. 
Award recipients will be acknowledged 
at the We-Ness Award Recognition 
Ceremony at 7 p.m. April 21 in the ice 
arena lounge. 
Recycle magazines 
The Bowling Green Recycling Center 
is now accepting magazines on a test 
basis. The BGSU Recycling Office will 
coonfmate a magazine pick-uJ) program 
for the campus with drop boxes being 
placed on the first floor of each building. 
Magazines printed on glossy paper will 
be accepted. Those who plan to recycle 
magazines printed on glossy paper 
should remove the plastic wrappers, 
non-shiny covers and any product 
samples. Staples do not have to be 
removed. 
Offic:es on a recycling route can save 
the magazines for picl<-up at their regular 
time. Please keep magazines separate 
from other paper. 
For more information. contact the 
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Businesses and institutions are 
finding changes needed under ADA 
When the Americans Wrth Disabili-
ties Act was passed in 1990, it provided 
persons with disabilities the hope that 
the wall of discrimination against them 
would finally come down and buildings 
and services would be more accessible. 
The act was a promise that some of the 
hardships these people have encoun-
tered would eventually be eliminated. 
But the difficulties have only begun 
for the businesses and institutions that 
have to comply with the ADA. The act is 
a national mandate requiring the 
elimination of discrimination against 
people with disabilities and that all 
pubric accommodations need to be built 
with full accessibility. 
The ADA falls under civil rights 
legislation and provides strong enforce-
able standards against violators. 
Initially it was thought that many 
businesses and institutions would be 
able to adapt the ADA at a relatively low 
cost But administrators at BGSU are 
now finding otherwise. 
Rob Cunningham, director of the 
University's disability resources office, 
said public colleges and universities are 
discovering the ADA imposes more 
responsibilities on them than had been 
previously thought -rile ADA is not 
simply a dupl'ICation of the 
Rehabilitiation N;t for Colleges and 
Universities; he said. "It has a lot more 
new and detailed requirements regard-
ing monitoring of compliance, complaint 
procedures and other administrative 
rules." 
In addition. the ADA requires public 
institutions to submit a sett-evaluation 
report of all its programs and services, 
including employment. The report wi!! 
provide an estimate of what it will cost the 
institution to comply with ADA regula-
tions. 
Most institutions are still in the process 
of preparing the report. However, Wright 
State University. considered the most 
disability accessible institution in the 
midwest. recently completed its report 
and found it will need $1 million in 
improvements to comply with the 
legislation. 
Continued on page 3 
Mark Hunter tries using a drinking 
fountain and ends up getting wet 
Jim McArthur of the architect's office 
struggles to overcome a sidewalk crack. 
Going through the checkout counters 
at the Bookstore is a tight squeeze. 
Sore hands, tired muscles and frustration result 
when two University employees try wheelchairs 
Maneuvering a wheelchair is like steering a broken cart at the supermarket - no 
matter how hard you try to control it, sudden out-of-control movements are common. 
But unlike a grocery cart. there is more at stake than a loaf of bread and a gallon of 
milk because YOU are the passenger. 
As a writer for the Monitor in the public relations office, I recently was asked to 
spend an afternoon in a wheelchair. The purpose was to experience the BGSU 
campus and its general accessibility to cflSabled students. After delaying the project 
twice due to inclement weather, Jim McArthur, architect's office and a member of the 
University's Americans With Disabirrties N;t Advisory Group. and I decided to spin our 
wheels with the assistance of Rob Cunningham, director of the disabirrty resources 
office. 
Our journey began at the Administration Building where we immediately cftSCOVered 
that two wheelchairs were not intended to travel in one elevator. Only by carefully 
Continued on page 3 
The effects of Champion's work to last long after retirement NASULGC president 
will address grads 
In the 21 years she has worked at the 
University, Peace Champion l°'.as made a 
difference. As director of Project Search 
in multicultural affairs, she helped 
hundreds of minority students. from 
aiding them in admission to graduate 
programs to helping them to successfully 
complete their degrees. 
"Peace works so quietly that many 
people aren't aware al aD she has done. 
She has touched a lot of rrves through her 
work here," said Dr. Winifred Stone, 
associate clean and director of graduate 
admissions. 
Champion plans to retire July 1 but it 
won't be done quietly. A variety of events 
collectively caDed The Peace ChaJ11>iOn 
Retirement Recognition Program will be 
held April 23 and 24. 
Stone said the program wiB incUSe 
the Project Search Student Recognition 
·and Awards Banquet with Champion as 
guest of honor, alumni reunions, the 
Peace Champion Recognition luncheon 
and a special musical program. Many 
students Champion has helped and 
WOlt<ed with through the years are 
expected to return. 
"There wiD be both graduates and 
former colleagues corning in for this 
weekend,· Stone said. "We're expecting 
a few surprises for her, too.· 
In adcfrtion to aD the fanfare, the Peace 
Champion Project Search Fund has been 
established in her honor. Stone said the 
fund's goal is to raise $20,000 from 
admirdsbatots. faculty, staff and Project 
Search gradllates The fund wiD be used 
to meet the special needs al Project 
Search students. such as a quiCk trip 
home at the time of a family aisis or 
other unanticipated expenses which often 
make the cflfference between SI ICC8SS or 
failure for graduate students. 
"Collecting money for this fund has 
been the easiest job I've ever had; Stone 
said. "People recognize the job she has 
done here for the last 21 years and they 
are happy to donate in her name." 
A letter was sent to Project Search 
alumni informing them about the fund and 
many have called the Graduate College 
not only saying they wanted to donatA. 
but explaining how Champion specifically 
helped them. "We've received a lot of 
testimony on Peace. She has affected 
many people; Stone said. 
Project Search is a multiethnic 
Continued on page 3 
at commencement 
Dr. C. Peter Magrath, president of the 
National Associa-




Washington, D.C .• 
will be the speaker 
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localec:I in aD 50 states. 
